
„deux fois c“ 

accordion_vocal_chanson

with the vocalist christin maho and christian hadorn at the accordion a very 

enchanting and playful duo arose. a „pas de deux“ combining voice and ac-

cordion, interpretating with elegance and rich in facets rarities and jewels out 

of the world of french chanson with a flavour of jazz. a tasteful program with 

pearls by joseph kosma, charles trenet, michel emer, gilbert becaud, charles 

aznavour, michel legrand and barbara.

christin maho – vocal

studied vocals at the swiss jazz school berne with sandy patton and denise 

bregnard. ensuing studies in new york with sheila jordan and richard harper 

(new school university), as well as kate baker vocal improvisation (scatting), 

vocal techniques (non classical), articulation, interpretation and stage appea-

rance. further training musical and belting techniques (maria rondèl), indian 

jazz vocal techniques, vocal therapy in theory and practice (eva-marie haupt), 

oriental vocal techniques, improvisation and embellishment (wael sami elk-

holy, orna zakai and roni ishran) as well as estill voice training (gerald marko). 

christin maho is a lecturer for modern voice at the bern university of the arts 

(music and movement) and a vocal pedagogue at the music school in thun.

current projects:

deux fois c: christian hadorn, christin maho (accordion-vocal-chanson)

freelancer / soloist and actress in different music and theatre projects

christian hadorn – accordion

was born in 1975 and grew up bleienbach/be. after his education in commercial 

and as an accordion teacher at the conservatoire in winterthur in the class of 

yolanda schibli, he continued studying at the „staatlichen hochschule für musik“ 

in trossingen, germany, with professor hugo noth, where he graduated in 2002. 

ever since christian hadorn has been active in many different musical fields both in 

chamber music and as a soloist. he plays in temporary projects as well as in a quintet.

contact

christin maho: +41 (0) 79 614 93 06, info@christinmaho.ch, www.christinmaho.ch 

christian hadorn: +41 (0) 79 731 84 00
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